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Database Comparer VCL For PC (Latest)

Database Comparer VCL contains 25 components, grouped into 6 major categories: - Replication Manager
- Table Data Comparer - DB Connection - DB Extractor - SQL Extractor - SQL Executor The current version
of the application is compatible with Delphi 5 to 7, XE2 to XE8 and RAD Studio 7 to 10, XE2 to 10.1. What’s
more, you can download the full source code, if you don’t want to use the trial version. Database Comparer
VCL Functionality: The components have been developed with a clear purpose: to make the process of
database comparison and synchronization as easy as possible. That’s why the components use wizards and
an advanced form designer, the second one being the most important. In fact, it’s even the only form you
have to use to create, view and modify data. How To Install Database Comparer VCL on Delphi, C++
Builder, RAD Studio Open the downloaded file If you are using Delphi or C++ Builder, then you should
unzip the package. If you are using RAD Studio, you should open the.rar file. After that, locate the
Components folder and move it to the C:\Program Files\Embarcadero\RAD Studio\5.0\Components folder.
Now you should be ready to start using the application, and getting the most out of it. Database Comparer
VCL Features: The following table should make it easier to choose the one that suits you the best and use it
with confidence. Database Comparer Features Component Functionality Version Replication Manager
Compares, synchronizes and validates content of a master and a slave 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 Table Data
Comparer Reads and writes data from a master and a target database 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 DB Connection
Converts databases to be able to be compared 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 DB Extractor Extracts components of a
master database 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 Script Extractor Extracts and merges D
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Key macro control module, which is particularly useful for users who have numerous tables and fields.
TYPEMACRO Description: It's a module for managing the text types in a program. This module contains a
window to display the text types, a button to activate the type, a list box to display the text type at run
time, and a button to activate the type. Mysql DBDriver Description: The MySQL Driver is a module that
provides a low-level access to MySQL databases. SQL Database Comparer Description: The Database
Comparer is a stand-alone program that is used to compare two databases and it will create an updated
scripts to copy the data from a source database to a destination database. SQL Server DBDriver
Description: SQL Server Driver is a module that provides a low-level access to SQL Server databases.
Stored Procs Executor Description: Stored procs executor is a module which will execute any stored
procedures in a database Stored Procs Parameter Information Description: Stored proc parameter
information is a program that can calculate and display the stored procedure parameter information.
Stored Procs Parameter Info Property Module Description: Stored proc parameter information property
module is a tool that can display stored proc parameter information properties. Stored Procs Info
Description: Stored proc information is a tool that can display stored proc information. Table Data
Comparer Description: Table data comparer is a component for comparing tables Table Data Comparer
Properties Description: Table data comparer properties are a component that can display table data
comparer properties. Table Data Comparer Toolbar Module Description: Table data comparer toolbar
module is a module that can display table data comparer toolbar. Table Data Comparer Toolbar Properties
Description: Table data comparer toolbar properties are a module that can display table data comparer
toolbar properties. Table Data Comparer Toolbar ToolDescription: Table data comparer toolbar tool
description is a component that can display table data comparer toolbar tool description. Tables Comparer
Properties Description: Tables comparer properties are a module that can display tables comparer
properties. Tables Comparer Description: Tables comparer is a component that can compare tables. Tables
Comparer ToolsDescription: Tables comparer tools are a component that can display tables comparer tools
description. Tables Comparer Toolbar Description: Tables comparer toolbar description 2edc1e01e8
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DB Comparer is a powerful VCL component that enables you to compare and synchronize database
structure and content, detect and fix differences, determine the same data and even remove differences.
This is the ultimate tool for database developers. With the DB Comparer you can compare databases and
merge them together. This is also known as "master-master database comparison". The main goal of this
component is to compare the database structure and content, if there is a difference, it will generate an
SQL script for database content merging. Some of the components, listed below, will enable you to execute
this script on the target database: the DB Comparer Database Extraction Module, the SQL Executor
Module and the Script Extractor Module. The Database Extractor Module is responsible for extracting and
saving the database structure to the DatabaseStructure.The Script Extractor module has the ability to
extract any component from a database, even if it was not created by this component. The DB Structure is
represented by tables, triggers, procs, views, functions, stored procs and user-defined types. The Executor
Module is responsible for executing the SQL scripts created by the Extractor Module, or by the DB
Comparer. This component has a dual purpose, since it can also be used to check the structure of the
target database, and the similarity of this database to the master database. Comparing databases can
prove to be useful in many different situations, such as for database migration, database versioning and
when working with a multi-database structure, such as MBS or BDB databases. Thanks to the DB
Comparer, databases that were created without DB Comparer will not be considered as one and the same.
This will, unfortunately, lead to many useless database comparison and synchronization jobs. However, if
you have any database that does not comply with any of the requirements of the DB Comparer, you can
still use the components included in the Library, especially the DB Extractor module, which will extract the
contents of any database, and the Executor Module, which can generate a script for database merging, to
recreate the database. The last module is very powerful and can generate a script for a number of different
database types, including Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL, SQLite, SQL Server and Firebird. The components
included in the DB Comparer Library are: Database Structure Components: The Database Structure is
represented by tables, triggers, procs, views, functions, stored procs, user-defined types, and other such
components.
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What's New In Database Comparer VCL?

Database Comparer is a set of components that enable you to compare and synchronize database
structure. It was built with the purpose of bringing all kinds of differences between databases into the
same place. This will make it easier for you to search for and fix them one by one. Version 1.0 was released
in September 2010, since then VCL Components have received some major updates with improved
functionality and enhanced performance. Also, one of the main components, Script Extractor, has been re-
written from the ground up, making it more efficient and less prone to errors. Database Comparer is a set
of components that enable you to compare and synchronize database structure. It was built with the
purpose of bringing all kinds of differences between databases into the same place. This will make it easier
for you to search for and fix them one by one. Version 1.0 was released in September 2010, since then VCL
Components have received some major updates with improved functionality and enhanced performance.
Also, one of the main components, Script Extractor, has been re-written from the ground up, making it
more efficient and less prone to errors. Database Comparer is a set of components that enable you to
compare and synchronize database structure. It was built with the purpose of bringing all kinds of
differences between databases into the same place. This will make it easier for you to search for and fix
them one by one. Version 1.0 was released in September 2010, since then VCL Components have received
some major updates with improved functionality and enhanced performance. Also, one of the main
components, Script Extractor, has been re-written from the ground up, making it more efficient and less
prone to errors. Database Comparer is a set of components that enable you to compare and synchronize
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database structure. It was built with the purpose of bringing all kinds of differences between databases
into the same place. This will make it easier for you to search for and fix them one by one. Version 1.0 was
released in September 2010, since then VCL Components have received some major updates with
improved functionality and enhanced performance. Also, one of the main components, Script Extractor, has
been re-written from the ground up, making it more efficient and less prone to errors. Database Comparer
is a set of components that enable you to compare and synchronize database structure. It was built with
the purpose of bringing all kinds of differences between databases into the same place. This will make it
easier for you to search for and fix them one by one. Version 1.0 was released in September 2010, since
then VCL Components have received some major updates with improved functionality and enhanced
performance. Also, one of the main components, Script Extractor, has been re-written from the ground up,
making it more efficient and less prone to errors. Database Comparer is a set of components that



System Requirements:

Windows® 8.1 or Windows® 8 compatible computer DVD/CD drive A broadband Internet connection
Internet connection required Access to the internet (for registration) The following languages are
supported: English, French, Spanish, German, and Italian Get ready to take on a variety of massive
assignments and even more insane challenges. With the introduction of HeroScape, something new has
arrived on the battlefield. Now you can battle it out with a friend and earn exclusive Hero Scapes as you
work your way to victory. You can customize
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